Welcome to Term 4 and the arrival of spring.
We are looking forward to a new term and more fun and learning.
We took part in safer internet day on February 7th. We thought about how we
need to keep ourselves safe when we are using the internet. Our e-cadets
continue do a fantastic job informing us how and what we need to do to stay
safe on line. On 22nd February we had the local PSO’s come to talk to the older
children about using the internet appropriately.
Each month we have a visitor who takes an assembly
talking about the value of the month and how it impacts
on their lives. Miss Barras came to talk about the
responsibility of having a pet. Betty was very well behaved
in our assembly!
Mrs Adams talked to us about her hobby, walking, and the
simple pleasure she gets from the countryside.
Mrs Adams loves the simplicity of nature, flowers, trees
and animals, all the many things that she sees on her
walks.

Many children from Year 1 to Year 6 represented Haydon Wick School at the
dance festival on Monday 30th January at the Wyvern Theatre. They performed
fantastic dances to top 10 hits. They also performed to the rest of the school in
a special assembly at the end of term. They performed with confidence on the
stage and we were really proud of them.

Our topics
last term
have been
inspiring us to complete a variety of quality
work, of which some can be seen displayed
around our school in our fantastic displays.

We have a new homework policy and each
class had a pick and mix homework where
they could choose a homework activity to
complete and bring in to share with the
class and our parents. There was some very
impressive completed homeworks brought
into school and we enjoyed sharing them
with our parents and friends.

We have lots of exciting learning and experiences awaiting for us in Term four…
We will be celebrating world book day on Thursday 2nd March with a trip to the
library and a session with a storyteller. In the evening we are holding a parents
information meeting on helping children read. Parent’s evenings will be on
Tuesday 7th and Wednesday 8th March, where you can come and see your
child’s teacher and look at their work and the progress they have made. All the
school will enjoy live theatre at school when the Storybox theatre visits our
school on Thursday 6th April.

